Let K be a field of characteristic p^O and Der K denote the vector space over K of all derivations of K. A classical theorem of Jacobson [2] , strengthened by the author [l] 1. The Krull topology and statement of the main theorem. Let Der K be topologized by taking as a base for the neighborhoods of zero those subspaces V of the form Der^ K with L a finite extension
Let K be a field of characteristic p^O and Der K denote the vector space over K of all derivations of K. A classical theorem of Jacobson [2] , strengthened by the author [l] , asserts that the subfields L of K with LZ)K p and [L:ÜC] finite are in natural one-one correspondence with the finite dimensional "restricted" subspaces of Deri?, i.e., with those subspaces V such that dim^ V< 00 and such that <££ V implies <£ p £ V; the correspondence associates to L the space Deri, K of all derivations vanishing on L. (It follows that a finite dimensional restricted subspace is necessarily a Lie algebra.) The problem of extending this result after the fashion of Krull to fields L~^K P with [J£:L] possibly infinite has been raised explicitly (cf. [3, p. 191]) but not answered. The purpose of this note is to show that the obvious conjecture in fact holds.
1.
The Krull topology and statement of the main theorem. Let Der K be topologized by taking as a base for the neighborhoods of zero those subspaces V of the form Der^ K with L a finite extension
this will be called the Krull topology. The closure of an arbitrary subspace V in the Krull topology will be denoted by V. Given an arbitrary element <j> of Der K, the set of all xÇ.K which are constants for </>, i.e., such that <f>(x) = 0, will be denoted K+. We shall further denote by D+ the smallest restricted subspace of Der K containing <£, and by D4 its closure.
It is immediate that the closure of a restricted subspace is again restricted, and that a subspace of the form Der^ K is both closed and restricted. PROOF. The proof for n = l is trivial, since condition (i) on the K a implies that given a, either Xi is ^-independent over K a or xi is in K a ; since Xi^f]K af it follows that for some a 0 , xiÇ£K aQ . The proof now proceeds by induction. Suppose for some <x\ that Xi, • • • , # n _i are ^-independent over k av replacing every K a by K a C\K av we may assume, without loss of generality, that #i, • • • , # n -i are ^-independent over K a for all a. We must show that for some a 0 we have
Since the latter does not contain x n , it follows that We come now to the PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let V be a, closed restricted subspace of Der K y <j> be a maximal element of V, and set K^-L. Then TO Derz,i£. Suppose, if possible, that Vj^V>ex L K. Then there exists a y(£L and ^£ V such that 1^(3/) =^0; we may suppose that \p(y) = 1. Let {x a } be a £-basis of K over Z, and {y, zp} be a £-basis of L over i£ p . Then V contains a 0, by Lemma 4, such that 0(;y) = l, 6{x a ) = 0(z fi ) = 0, all a, j3. Set Z/=Ü:*({*/,}), so that L'{y)=L. Then 0, <££Der£,'iL Let co be the element of DZY L K defined by o>(x a ) =a£ +1 , all a. Then a>+3> p+1 0 has V as its field of constants by Lemma 3, contradicting the maximality of <j>. It follows that V= Der K<t>K for any maximal <j> in V. Since it is trivial that any subspace of Der K of the form Der z,i£ is closed and restricted, it follows that L->Der L K is a one-one correspondence between those subfields L of K with K P C.L and the closed restricted subspaces of Der K. Finally, observe that if <j> is maximal in V, then D^ is also closed, restricted, and therefore coincides with Der K <t>K = V. This ends the proof.
3. ^-convexity (Shimura-Ponomarenko). If x is an arbitrary element of K, then we shall denote by H x the set of all 4> in Der K such that <f>(x) = 0; H x is the "hyperplane" in Der K determined by x and is an open set in the Krull topology. Following a suggestion of Shimura, a subspace V of Der K has been called p-convex by Pono-marenko if 0(V+H x ) = V, the intersection being taken over all x^K. For any subspace V of Der K, we may defined the p-hull of F> denoted hull V, to be Ci (V+H x ). An element <f> of Der K is then in hull V if and only if for every x its fl^-neighborhood, <I>+H X , meets V. It follows that hull VZ) T. Since, as may be readily seen, hull (hull V) = hull V, it follows that hull V is closed in the Krull topology.
Ponomarenko [4] has proved that a necessary and sufficient condition that a subspace V of Der K be of the form Der L K for some subfield L of K containing K p is that V be ^-convex, i.e., that V be its own hull. While Ponomarenko's result is, as he shows, a simple and direct consequence of the work of Jacobson, it may also be of interest to observe that the result follows immediately from our main theorem. Indeed, all that need be shown is that if V is ^-convex then V is restricted. To this end observe that if V is ^-convex then <^£F and 0>-0' imply <£'£ V. Now for any x in K, define an element If we define a subspace V of Der K to be a lattice if <££ V and <£>-<£' imply <£'£F, then we have in fact observed the following trivial implications: V £-convex=»F closed, latticed F closed, restricted. Since our main theorem implies that a closed restricted V is of the form Der L K, and since any subspace of the latter form is trivially ^-convex, it follows that the implications are all equivalences.
